
NPP and Shaw Contract Group 

OFFERS A SOLUTION TO 
YOUR FLOORING NEEDS.
NPP Contract Number: VH11235

Quick Ship carpet has perfect timing
Quick installations call for durable collections 
arriving on the double. Our quick ship carpet 
comes in a variety of good-looking, long-lasting 
collections available within two weeks of order 
confirmation. How’s that for a design rush?

on the floor: minmal tile

As an awarded vendor of flooring services, 
Shaw Contract Group offers NPP members 
the opportunity to purchase flooring products 
at discounted pricing without going out to bid. 
With more than 300 competitvely bid, high-
performance and sustainable products on NPP 
Contract, we offer solutions that will meet all of 
your requirements for carpet and hard surfaces.

Quick Ship resilient - N72
Shaw Commercial resilient products are stocked 
at levels that target 95% of all orders will be filled 
in just 72 hours or “N72”. No more selecting the 
perfect product only to find it’s not in stock—and 
requires a lead time that the project won’t permit. 
Our commitment to the N72 program reduces the 
occurrence of frustrating inventory shortages—get 
the style and color you want on time.

Review the contract at nppgovernment.com or contact 
NPP at 1.877.329.8847 or shelley.andrews@mynpp.com. Visit shawcontractgroup.com for more information.

Why Choose Shaw Contract Group?
• In each Floor Focus Magazine Facility Managers 

Survey since 2006, Shaw Contract Group has ranked 
#1 in every carpet manufacturer category, including: 
value, performance, service, quality, design, and 
best overall business experience. 

• Because Shaw is vertically integrated and utilizes Six 
Sigma business improvement methodology, we can 
control all aspects of the supply chain and ensure 
quality and performance for our customer.

• Shaw was the first Cradle-to-Cradle and completely 
PVC-free carpet manufacturer in the world. It's built 
into our processes – not an add-on.

• For tough installation issues, Shaw Contract Group's 
LokDots can be installed up to 95% RH and with no 
VOCs, meaning no expensive and time consuming 
floor prep and no downtime for occupied spaces.

• Because Shaw is committed to performance, 
we offer Lifetime Warranties covering edge 
ravel, delamination, abrasive wear, static build up, 
colorfastness to light and more. 

• Shaw has an expansive resilient product offering 
that includes enhanced urethane topcoat layers with 
quartz crystals that add more wear and scratch 
forgiveness to your floor.

• Shaw offers matte finish resilient options that are 
polish optional giving you the flexibility and control 
over your long term maintenance costs.

on the floor: uncommon ground 


